Theorem, (a)
A
Notations and Preliminaries
Let h* be a multiplicative cohomology theory defined on the category of CW (or finite CW) pairs, and let h* be the corresponding reduced theory. We always assume that h* satisfies the additivity axiom.
Definition 1. We say that h* is quaternionic oriented if each quaternionic vector bundle f has a Thorn class t h (JT) ^h 4n (M(£))
= & 4n (M(?),°o) (; l = dim fl f) such that The symplectic cobordism theory MSp* ( ) is quaternionic oriented.
We define t MSp Hence we can apply the Leray-Hirsch theorem to h* and obtain the uniquely determined (total) Pontrjagin class (cf. [4] , [8] ): 
Then we have
, that is yl A /j generated by the coefficients of the above four power series. 
As an example, consider the ring A K^K *(Pt) and A K o<^-KO* (pt).

Let c: KO* ( )-»!£*( ) be the complexification homomorphism, then c(t KO
(
Now the formal group of K* ( ) is given by
F(tc,v) =u-\-v -Guv
where ff is the Bott periodicity element: K* (pt) = Z[(T, tf"" 1 ] (cf. [2] ). [7] ). Hereafter we fix a polynomial basis {xj\ .7 = 1, 2, 3,---}, \Xj\=-2j
Hence u-}-u=ffuu, v-\-v=(Jvv, and we have F(u, v)F(u, v) = (u + v -Guv) (u-i-v -= uu-{-vv~ (Jhiuvv
for MU*(pt)=L, and denote the universal formal group over Z, by
-* (pt) .
As is well-known, the coefficients a t j generate the ground ring MU*(pf).
Let &i and ® 2 be the power series defined in the preceding section, so that For the proof of this proposition, we require a lemma, let R and JR' be commutative rings with unit, and let jUiR-^R' be a ring homomorphism. Let F be a formal group over R and F f =/j.*F an induced formal group over JR'. We denote the formal inverse of F (resp. F f )
by fc. (resp. fcO i.e. F(T,^(T))=0 (resp. F'(T,^(T)) =0). Then,
Lemma 3. The following diagram is commutative:
-where p F (resp. p F .) Z5 a homomorphism given by
Proof. It suffices to show that This proves , and the proposition follows. Now we obtain 
